Abstract: Smartwork is a flexible type of work that provides users with a more convenient work possibility, which refers to employees who work away from the company's office in any capacity. Smartwork technologies often need additional protection because their nature generally places them at higher exposure to external threats. Therefore, smartwork application should provide securing infrastructures for both of users, inside and outside of the organization. This paper proposes a NFC based privacy preserving user authentication scheme as a basic security building block for smartwork environment, which is focused only on the mobile office one of smartwork environment. The proposed scheme provides anonymity and untraceability, which requires for the ubiquitous environment applications. The proposed scheme could be used as a basic building block for security on the various smartwork environments.
Introduction
As smartwork initiatives expand in scope and spread from the public to private sectors, more workers in Korea are embracing flexible work and lifestyle patterns [1] - [4] . Smartwork systems are designed to optimize productivity and efficiency by providing remote access to work materials and operating systems, allowing workers to work at home or in specially constructed centers. Video and telephone conferencing eliminate the need for travel and save the time spent attending meetings and making face-to-face reports. Along with desktops and laptop computers, mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet personal computers also connect to smartwork systems to enable work on-the-go.
Smartwork has been thought to satisfy both employees and a company's interests, which are usually contradictory. Nonetheless, there are critical barriers of introducing smartwork because of security issues. Proper introduction of smartwork requires a security protection model which allows efficient management of threats and vulnerabilities [5] - [8] . These can be accomplished through a combination of security features built into the remote access solutions and additional security controls applied to the smartwork devices.
There are only little security related researches on smartwork [5] , [6] , [9] , [10] . Choi et al. derived threats through structured interview with heavy users or designers of smartwork and verified the derived threats by survey [5] . Byun et al. proposed the security management architecture for the construction of a secure smartwork center [6] . The security management architecture is only conceptual model but does not provide the detailed steps for the security mechanism. Won proposed a secure user authentication method using NFC in smartwork environment, which provides the detailed steps for authentication [9] . Won argued that the authentication method is secure, which prevents from unauthorized users by generating session key using random key and comparing. Kim in [10] provided analyses on the environment and security issues on smartwork and near field communication (NFC) environment. After that he defined privacy issues to build the NFC-based security system and investigate requirements to set up the security system. Kim's research has good point on issuing privacy issues in smartwork environment but that also provide the direction of security research.
In this paper, we propose a new NFC based privacy preserving user authentication scheme in mobile office to realize Kim's proposal for smartwork environment security and privacy. The proposed scheme provides anonymity and untraceability, which requires for the ubiquitous environment applications. The proposed scheme could be used as a basic building block for security on the various smartwork environments.
Related Work
This section reviews security schemes, which will be used in the proposed scheme and smartwork environment, which is required to understand this paper.
Security Schemes
This subsection describes security schemes used in the proposed scheme as the basic security building blocks, which are Diffie-Hellman key exchange mechanism, cryptographic hash function and symmetric-key cryptosystem.
Diffie-Hellman key exchange mechanism: Diffie-Hellman establishes a shared secret that can be used for secret communications while exchanging data over a public network [11] . The simplest and the original implementation of the protocol use the multiplicative group of integers modulo p, where p is a prime and a primitive root modulo p. Here is an example of the protocol, with non-secret values p, g, A and B, and secret values a, b and s.
(DH1) User U1 chooses a random and secret integer a, computes A as in (1) , and sends A to user U2.
(DH2) User U2 chooses a random and secret integer b, computes B as in (2) , and sends B to user U1.
(DH3) U1 computes s as in (3) and U2 computes s as in (4) . U1 and U2 now share a secret s.
Both U1 and U2 have arrived at the same value, because (g a ) b and (g b ) a are equal over mod p. Note that only a, b, and (g ab mod p = g ba mod p)are kept secret. All the other values -p, g, g a mod p, and g b mod p -are sent in the clear.
Cryptographic hash function: A cryptographic hash function is a hash function, which is considered practically impossible to invert, that is, to recreate the input data from its hash value alone [12] . The input data is often called the message, and the hash value is often called the message digest or simply the digest.
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The ideal cryptographic hash function has four main properties: it is easy to compute the hash value for any given message, it is infeasible to generate a message that has a given hash, it is infeasible to modify a message without changing the hash and it is infeasible to find two different messages with the same hash. Cryptographic hash functions have many information security applications, but we will only consider the message authentication codes and forms of authentication of message. The secure hash algorithm (SHA) is a family of cryptographic hash functions published by the national institute of standards and technology (NIST) [13] . We will consider the usage of SHA in this paper. Symmetric-key cryptosystem: Symmetric-key cryptosystem is a class of algorithms for cryptography that use the same cryptographic keys for both encryption of plaintext and decryption of ciphertext [14] . The keys may be identical or there may be a simple transformation to go between the two keys. The keys represent a shared secret between two or more parties that can be used to maintain the private information. The advanced encryption standard (AES) is a specification for the symmetric-key cryptosystem by NIST in 2001 [15] . For AES, NIST selected usages of three different key lengths, 128, 192 and 256 bits, each with a block size of 128 bits. We consider AES 128 bits as a symmetric-key cryptosystem in our scheme.
Smartwork Environment
To support smartwork, Korea Communications Commission (KCC) categorizes three ways of smartwork including home office, mobile office and smartwork center as shown in Fig. 1 .
Mobile office is a new type of working method in the workplace that can be used at any time or anywhere by connecting to the network with mobile devices. It is consisted with a mobile device, authentication server, and a database (DB) server. A mobile device works as a client device, which could be smart phone, table personal computer, and any other similar hand held devices. The device could accompany with NFC to keep secret information and to communicate with other devices. The mobile device could communicate with the smartwork server via wireless network like 3G, 4G, WiBro or WiFi. Authentication server at smartwork server side registers the employee and performs the login for them, which could also work as a registration center. The mobile device could access the smartwork server via the authentication server. Recently, there are many companies to support smartwork by using mobile office via smart phone allowing workers to work at home or in specially constructed centers for the work efficiency and to reduce budget. Currently, it is tendency to expand the range of coverage by using mobile office from e-mail and instant messenger usage to the business support, which is very specialized business areas focused on a specific industry [16] . However, security should be solved to support an expanded business for smartwork environment to cope from various attacks.
NFC is a high frequency wireless short distance communication standard defined in the ISO/IEC 18092 standard [17] . There are three different operating modes, read/write mode, peer to peer mode and card
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Volume 5, Number 1, January 2016 emulation mode, according to the specification. We will only consider the card emulation mode in this paper. It is also assumed that a worker has NFC and a smart device and a company has a smartwork server with an authentication server as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 . Mobile office configuration.
Proposed Authentication Scheme
This section proposes a privacy preserving user authentication scheme (PAS) using NFC for smartwork environment. The PAS shown in Fig. 3 is divided into four phases: user registration phase, mobile registration phase, user authentication phase and password updating phase. Table 1 shows notations used in this paper. Fig. 3 . Overview of the proposed authentication scheme.
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User Registration
When a worker Ui wants to be registered to the server, he (or she) chooses a random number r, inputs IDi and PWi, computes DPWi as in (5), and sends IDi and DPWi to the smartwork server via off-line. The smartwork server performs the following operations
(UR1) Computes Y as in (6) and APK as in (7), where s is the server's secret key.
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(UR2) Issues an IC card to Ui, which stores Y, E(), H(), PUS and APK, where PUS in (8) is the server's public key. It is note that the issued IC card has NFC functionality.
After this, Ui puts r on the card.
Mobile Device Registration
A user installs a smartwork application on his (or her) mobile device after downloading it from the smartwork server. Ui asks a mobile device registration by inserting his NFC to the NFC reader and by asking IMEIi from the mobile device. Overall processes for the mobile device registration are as follows (MR1) Ui inputs IDi, PWi and IMEIi to the NFC. (MR2) The NFC chooses a random number d and computes DIMEIi as in (9) . After that, it derives APK after computing DPWi by using the inputted PWi and the stored RUR. The NFC generates a new random number a, computes RA as in (10) , VA as in (11) , USS as in (12), MDR as in (13) , CIDi as in (14) and MACDR as in (15) and sends a mobile device request message{CIDi, RA, MDR, MACDR} to the smartwork server.
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(MR3) When the smartwork server receives the message, it verifies the message by checking MACDR. The integrity check is performed by computing VA' as in (16) , IDi' as in (17) , USS' as in (18) (22) and sends a response message {MRM, MACRM} to the NFC.
(MR4) After receiving the message, the NFC sends AMK and d to the mobile device only if the integrity check of MACRM is successful. The mobile device keeps them in secret.
User Authentication
An employee Ui uses the smartwork application on his (or her) mobile device to ask a service access by inputting and sending IDi and PWi to the NFC. The mobile device sends DIMEIi and AMK to the NFC. Overall processes for the user authentication as shown in Fig. 4 (UA1) The NFC derives APK by computing DPWi using the inputted PWi and the stored r. After that, it generate a new random a and computes RA as in (10) , VA as in (11) , CIMEIi as in (23), CIDi as in (14) and MACUA as in (24) and sends a mobile device request message {CIMEIi, RA, MACUA, CIDi} to the smartwork server.
(UA2) The smartwork server checks the integrity of the message by checking MACUA. The integrity check is performed by using the derived value VA' as in (16), IDi' as in (17) . Furthermore, it checks the validity of the device with AMK' as in (25). Only if the verification is successful, it generates a random number b, computes RS as in (26), SK as in (27) and MACUR as in (28) and sends the authentication response message {RS, MACUR} to the mobile device.
(UA3) The NFC checks the integrity of the message by checking MACUR. The integrity check is performed by establishing a session key SK' as in (29) and checking whether MACUR is the same with H(SK'||RS||AMK). Only if the verification is successful, it computes MACCH as in (30) and sends it back to the smartwork server.
Password Updating
When an employee Ui wants to change his/her password, he (or she) could perform his (or her) phase. The NFC performs the password change only if the user authentication is successful as the same as in the steps on the user authentication phase. The steps for the password updating are as follows:
(PU1) Ui inserts his (or her) NFC into the NFC reader and inputs IDi, old password PWi and a new password NPWi to the NFC.
(PU2) The NFC generates a random number rn, computes DPWi as in (5) and DNPWi as in (31) and updates APK as in (32) and r as in (33).
Security Analysis
This section shows that the PAS is secure against various attacks. Analyses are focused on the attacks including offline password guessing attack, replay attack, denial of service (DoS) attack, stolen verifier attack and user impersonation attack and the services including session key agreement and mutual authentication.
Offline Password Guessing Attack
Offline password guessing attack is performed after intercepting password related information from the message transmissions in the PAS and tries to guess the password by offline. However, the PAS does not use any password related information transmission. The password related information is only stored in the NFC. An active attacker could try offline password guessing attack only if the attacker could steal and read the NFC of a worker. However, there is no way to perform this attack in our scheme due to the one way hash function H() used to the password amplification DPW even if the attacker could get and read the NFC.
Replay Attack
The PAS uses session dependent random numbers a and b to cope with this attack. An attacker could intercept the messages {CIMEIi, RA, MACUA, CIDi}, {RS, MACUR} and MACCH from the user authentication phase. However, there is no way that the attacker could perform replay attack due to the validation check in each step of the phase. So, the PAS is secure against replay attack due to the difficulty of discrete logarithm problem from the Diffie-Hellman key agreement mechanism.
Denial of Service Attack
DoS attacks aim at denying or degrading a legitimate user's access to a service or network resource, or at bringing down the servers offering such service [18] . The PAS could cope against this attack due to the usage of MAC in each message at the user authentication phase. For this attack, an attacker should have power to modify proper information in each message. However, there is no way the attacker could get secret key related information in our scheme. Thereby, the PAS is safe from DoS attack.
Stolen Verifier Attack
The smartwork server does not keep any worker related information at the PAS. All of Ui related information are stored on the NFC of the worker due to the security season. Thereby, there is no way the attacker could get any secret information in our scheme.
User Impersonation Attack
The attacker cannot derive a legal worker's secret information from eavesdropped messages among Ui, the NFC and the smartwork server. Meanwhile, the attacker cannot forge other worker's NFC from known security information of a malicious inside user due to not using verification table at the server side. Furthermore, the usage of key combined with IDi could protect the attacker from the user impersonation attack even to the legal user.
Session Key Agreement
In order to protect the communication between the worker and the smartwork server, a session key needs to be negotiated between them in advance. The PAS uses the Diffie-Hellman key agreement mechanism to compute a session key depending on the fresh session random numbers. By securing the exchange of a and b, the Ui and the server can separately compute the common session key SK.
Based on the user authentication phase, the PAS can provide mutual authentication among the worker Ui and the smartwork server. In UA2 at the user authentication phase, by checking the validity of MACUA, the smartwork server can verify the legitimacy of Ui due to the usage of USS. In UA3, by checking the validity of MACUR, Ui can verify the legitimacy of the server because only the server could compute a proper SK.
Conclusion
This paper has been proposed a NFC based privacy preserving user authentication scheme as a basic security building block for smartwork environment, which is focused only on the mobile office one of smartwork environment. Security analysis shows that the proposed scheme is secure against various attacks and provides anonymity and untraceability, which requires for the ubiquitous environment applications. The proposed scheme could be used as a basic building block for security on the various smartwork environments.
